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Dear Students,
Holidays are always a welcome break form the normal routine and we all look
forward to them. They give us opportunity to pursue all those activities that
we enjoy but never found enough to indulge.  The 'Summer Initiatives' will
reinforce what has been taught, contribute to development of the children and
maintain a continuation with the process of study that has already begun.

Handwriting is an essential skill that has to be developed in children. To
teach each child to write legibly, without strain and with sufficient speed it is
important to practice handwriting. Given below are the samples of formation
for writing letters in English and Hindi and the numbers in Math. Please ensure
that they are practiced in the copy.
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Summer, summer is here,
Let's give summer a big fat cheer!

of this fact I am surely clear,
summer holidays are the best time of the year!!!!!

Dear Parents,

Summer vacations are here to spend quality time with your child. Let us

groom our boys and inculcate good habits in them during these holidays.

* Kindly read a story to your child everyday which will help him to learn

new words and to improve his vocabulary.

* Go for a nature walk early in the morning with your child. On your way,

tell him about the trees, birds etc. You can feed the birds every morning

and also keep water for the birds and stray dogs.

* Inculcate the sense of responsibility in your child by indulging him in

daily chores. He can help in laying the table, keeping books and toys in

their proper place, watering plants, filling water bottles, cleaning their

cup boards, dusting etc.

* Help your child to understand the importance of three magic words.

Thank You, Please and Sorry.

* Holidays are the time to travel and visit new places. Share your fun

moments by clicking pictures.

Here are some constructive and creative activities to keep our little ones

buzzing like busy bees.....

Let the tiny ones explore their creativity under your guidance.
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Math

Boys will make a Math Kit during the Summer Vacations.

The following things are to be made and put in the kit.

Make all things with ecofriendly and best out of waste material.

a) Colour - 50 Ice cream sticks .

b) A number strip with counting 0 to 20 on one side and 20 to 0 on the

other side. Laminate it. It should be as broad  as a big scale.

0   1   2    3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20

c) Counters of different colours.

10 red squares, 10 blue squares, 10 green circles, 10 yellow circles,

10 orange rectangles,  10 black triangles

Size - 3 cm each.

d) A hand made clock with movable hands. Size - 10 inches.

English
Fun With letters

With the help of your parent, go through old newspapers or magazines and cut

out one  picture beginning with each letter from  A to Z .

Prepare an alphabet booklet by pasting these pictures on A4 coloured sheets

with one letter on one page. Please use both the sides of the sheet. Tie it

together with a ribbon.
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The boys will make a Flip book on Community Helpers. They will stick pictures

of 5 community helpers in the front of the flip book and on the other side, the

tools used by these helpers.

G.K.

Let us be creative  and eco friendly by cutting the pictures from old newspapers

and magazines. (Cutting under parental supervision)

Helper Tools

Hindi
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Let your child leave behind his books and explore his talent during these

Summer holidays.

BHANGRA- A popular folk dance of Punjab. Kindly show some Bhangra

dance videos to your child. Dress up in the attire of Punjab, change your

makeover and create a background colourful Phulkaries.

Capture these moments and take the hard copies. Paste them in your holiday

scrap file as a collage on a coloured sSheet.

Dance


